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NEWS
To all IBSSA Members

1.

Conference, Nov 2002

The US Army's 351st Civil Affairs Command will be hosting an International Organizations/Non-governmental Organizations
(IO/NGO) conference in November 2002 at Monterey, California. Participants and invitees will be attending from numerous
military, government, and private agencies worldwide in a forum to discuss civil-military cooperation during critical incidents,
disaster relief, humanitarian assistance, counter-terrorism, and other such operations. One of the main discussion topics will be
on the matter of Security. The use private security has been seen in areas such as Afganistan, the Balkans, Africa, South
America, and other areas of conflict/unrest.
Members of IBSSA are invited to attend this conference, based on seat availability. More importantly, I am also looking for
individuals as speakers to possibly present matters of general interest on this topic.
It would be a great favor to me if your organization would disseminate this email to your members. I would also appreciate an
referrals that you may be able to provide.
For more information, please email the undersigned at TEFern@aol.com. Thank you.
LTC Thomas Fernandez
Plans Officer, IO/NGO Section
351st Civil Affairs Command
Mountain View, CA 94034

ATTN.: LTC Thomas Fernandez
Dear Sir,
I would like to express my thanks for inviting IBSSA to the IO/NGO Conference in November 2002 at Monterey, California. I am
sure, that the Board of Directors of IBSSA will attend this conference. We also inform our members about this event and will
recommend participation.
I would be pleased if you could send us more information about the Conference.
Best regards,
Sir George Popper
Executive President of IBSSA

2.

Announcement

It is a great honour and also a high recognition for IBSSA, that Sir George POPPER – Executive President of IBSSA and
Representative of International Projects Center (CIP-UIOF) for Hungary was promoted to Vice President of the Executive
Council and President of the East European Region of International Projects Center and International Union of Family
Organisations.
In the Board of International Projects Center numerous countries are represented by ministers, state secretaries or governors.

3.

Request

It is a high recognition for IBSSA, that Dr. Joseph POLYÁK – Honorary Founding Member and Instructor of IBSSA was offered
the position as Personal Bodyguard of Mr. Gyula HORN – former Prime Minister of Hungary during the electoral campaign. In
the last 12 years Dr. Joseph POLYÁK was working for all Hungarian Prime Ministers.

4.

Tender by Detektor Plusz Magazine and IBSSA Hungarian Section

“The bests of security profession”
The goal of our tenders for the year 2001 was to further develop the respect and appreciation of private security profession.
Bids were invited in the following categories:
• “The best security expert of the year 2001”
position can be obtained by someone, who can give account of his knowledge and practical results, successes in the field of
organizing personal and property protection services.
• “The best security guard of the year 2001” or
• “The best bodyguard of the year 2001”
Those can compete in these categories, who fulfilled their commitments remarkably, while being engaged in their special
guarding work; and as regards profession, skill and courage deserve the reward.
• „The best security equipment / product of the year 2001”
title can be obtained by such safety appliances (electronic, mechanical or combined fittings, systems, methods), which
contributed to the strengthening of property protection, data security and public security.
Bids are invited in 2 categories:
• systems of property- and personal protection
• news, solutions of data security
“The best security expert of the year 2001” Mr. István HIMA – Manager of Sanofi-Synthelabo Chinoin Plc.
“The best bodyguard of the year 2001”
Dr. Miklós VARGA – Director of Folda Bodyguard Training Center
Extra award in:
“The best security expert of the year 2001”

Mr. Tamás MAGYAR – Security Chief of Videoton Holding Plc.

IBSSA awarded with Certificate the followings:
Mr. Gyula NÁDASDI
Mr. László ANDRELL
PERSECUTOR Security Ltd.

General Manager of Nádasdi Electro Security Co. Ltd.
General Manager of Kaposvári Security Co. Ltd.
for: activity showed in the cause of introduction ITI Explosive- and Drug scout
appliances in Hungary
MULTI ALARM Plc.
for: great successes in the field of planning and carrying out public security
watching systems
SPECTRUM Security-Safety Ltd. for: development of new systems of the efficient exterior protection
IBSSA Hungarian Section proposes the winners of each category – only IBSSA members – automatically to the IBSSA
International Tender.

5.

Club meeting of IBSSA Hungarian Section

The Hungarian Section of IBSSA started its monthly club meeting on the 20th September in 2001. All active members are invited
to this meeting, which is a good occasion to get to know each other better, to receive up-to-date information concerning
training courses, shooting championships and other national and international events.
On the 10th January 2002, Dr. József BODA, Police Colonel – Director of International Law Enforcement Academy (ILEA)
introduced and explained the structure of the Academy, which is operating out of Budapest, Hungary. A lot of insight was
gained as to what happens within the Academy itself. In general it is offered to full time law enforcement personal, who have
achieved a level of performance, which meets the criteria of entrance into the Academy. Since the time of its start, thousands of
officers from around Europe have been trained and have graduated from the Academy. Dr. BODA went into great detail
explaining the courses offered by the Academy, and the fact that more attention is being put on organised crime, drugs and
money laundering. The academy has also focused on the anti-terrorist steps that law enforcement officers must be prepared to
take including those that reflect both pro-active as well as reactive actions. The Colonel left time for questions and the
attendees were swift to react by asking many questions. Sir George POPPER informed the attendees about the collaboration

between IBSSA and the Academy (ILEA) and also between INEOA (International Narcotics Enforcement Officers Association)
and IBSSA, as well as Narcotics Policy Department of IBSSA and the organisation, which represents INEOA and NPD known
as C-N.I.S. (Center for Narcotics Information Support). He also stated that C-N.I.S. is in the process of opening its training
headquarters in Hungary.
Every 3rd club meeting is a professional day as well, when IBSSA members or invited guests held lectures in security matters.
Such a day was the 8th November 2001, when HB No.2 Ltd. introduced itself and made a small show on its security clothes. Dr.
Miklós VARGA – Member of Education and Qualification Department of IBSSA and Director of Folda Bodyguard Training
Center – had also a lecture on “Devices for committing terrorist acts”, when he showed home-made explosives.
On the 7th February 2002, Mr. Zsolt ZÓLYOMI delivered an interesting lecture about terrorism on international level and Dr.
Miklós VARGA informed the participants about last year’s training courses.

6.

Announcement

It is a high recognition for IBSSA, that Dr. Levente GYENES – International Coordinator of IBSSA for Europe and Country
Representative of IBSSA for Hungary was promoted to Vice President of the International Protocol Federation and President of
the Federation for Europe on its Congress in Valencia. (Dr. Levente GYENES is the President of the Hungarian Protocol
Federation and was awarded Doctoral Degree at PRO DEO University in Security and Protection Sciences – Protocol in Security
Field.)

7.

Informatics Security Section of IBSSA Hungary

The Informatics Security Section of IBSSA Hungary held its official assembly on the 24th January 2002 hosting by MoD
Electronics, Logistics and Property Management. Mrs. NAGY dr. Mária Szilvási – Director of the Informatics Security Section
opened the assembly and welcomed all the participants. She gave brief information concerning the foregoing works of setting
up this Section. She proposed Mr. József NAGY – Representative of MoD Electronics in the Hungarian Section of IBSSA – to
Vice President of the Informatics Security Section in order to create a well organised work.
The Section unanimously adopted the followings:
• Supplementary amendments concerning the Rules of Organisation and Activity
• Confirmation of Mrs. NAGY dr. Mária Szilvási in her position as Director of the Section
• Election of Mr. József NAGY to Vice President of the Section
• Election of the Executive Committee – Dr. István BALÁZS, Mr. Tibor FÜLE and Mr. László REINDL
The Section unanimously adopted the following tasks as main goals for the year 2002:
• The Section has to be qualified to give efficient help for IBSSA members concerning informatics and other security
matters
• It is of the utmost importance that the Section has to follow with attention and to introduce in Hungary the
complementary and subsidiary materials in connection with official standards
• Establishment of a work-group for creating a database of informatics-security norms, standards and products
• The Section is planning the following lectures:
Information – information security
Logistics – information security
Digital signature
Internet (Blessing and Curse: NET)
Anyone interested – IBSSA Individual or Corporate Members – will be welcomed to take up work in the Section.
For further information contact:
Mr. József NAGY
Phone: +3612750951
Mobile: +36302014643
E-mail: nagy.jozsef@hmei.hu

12th February 2002, Budapest
IBSSA HQ

